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CONSTRUCTING CATEGORICAL IDEMPOTENTS
MATTHEW HOGANCAMP
ABSTRACT. We give a general construction of categorical idempotents which recovers the cat-
egorified Jones-Wenzl projectors, categorified Young symmetrizers, and other constructions
as special cases. The construction is intimately tied to cell theory in the sense of additive
monoidal categories.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, categorical idempotents have become important in many aspects of higher
representation theory and homology theories in low-dimensional topology. For instance,
the categorified Jones-Wenzl projectors and their relatives [CK12; Roz14] allow one to cat-
egorify Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants of colored links and tangles in R3 and R2 × [0, 1].
More recently, the categorified Young idempotents of the author and Ben Elias [EH18] (see
also [Hog18; AH17]) have become important components of a conjectural relation between
Soergel bimodules in type A and Hilbert schemes of points in C2 [GNR16].
Many modern constructions produce categorical idempotents by starting with a monoidal
category A and a finite complex F ∈ Kb(A) and showing that tensor powers of F stabilize.
In many cases the resulting stable limit F⊗∞ is an idempotent complex. This idea was first
proposed and carried out by Rozansky [Roz14] in his construction of the categorified Jones-
Wenzl idempotent, where F = FTn is the Khovanov complex associated to the full-twist
braid.
This paper began with the observation that in all examples of idempotents constructed
as infinite powers (all those known to the author anyway), the potentially very complicated
complex F can be replaced by a much simpler complex of the form (C → 1), supported in
only two homological degrees. Later we realized that such constructions can be expressed
equivalently by formulas which are very reminiscent of the usual bar construction in homo-
logical algebra (more specifically triple cohomology; see §1.2).
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2 MATTHEW HOGANCAMP
Using the techniques in this paper one can reconstruct with ease a variety of categorical
idempotents appearing already in the literature [CK12; Roz14; Roz10; CH15; Ros14; Cau15;
Hog18; AH17; Cau16; LW17; EH18].
Remark 1.1. One should compare our construction of categorical idempotents to the fact that
projective resolutions can be summoned into existence with only a simple incantation (“let
P be...”), but to say or compute anything useful about them is often quite challenging.
1.1. Summary. Throughout the paper k denotes a fixed commutative ring and A denotes
an additive k-linear monoidal category. The tensor product in A is denoted by ?, and the
monoidal identity is denoted by 1.
Section §2 concerns some basic notions in additive monoidal categories. First, in §2.1 we
recall partially ordered sets of (left, right, or two-sided) cells in A.
In §2.2 we introduce the notion of a counital object in A (nonstandard terminology), that is
to say an object C ∈ A equipped with a morphism ε : C → 1 (the counit) such that ε? idC and
idC ?ε admit right inverses ∆L,∆R : C → C ? C. Every coalgebra object is counital, and the
direct sum of counital objects has the structure of a counital object. The set of counital objects
admits a transitive reflexive relation by declaring (C1, ε1) ≤ (C2, ε2) if there is a morphism
ν : C1 → C2 such that ε1 = ε2 ◦ ν. This relation is equivalent to the left and right cell orders
(Lemma 2.7):
(C1, ε1) ≤ (C2, ε2) ⇔ C1 ≤L C2 ⇔ C1 ≤R C2.
Section §3 contains our main techniques for constructing idempotent complexes over A. In
§3.1 we recall some basic notions concerning categories of complexes, mostly for the purpose
of setting up notation. In §3.2 we discuss the theory of idempotent algebras and coalgebras.
In §3.3 we define a pair of complexes PC ,AC ∈ Ch−(A) associated to any counital object
(C, ε) in A, by the formulas
PC = · · · → C?3 → C?2 → C,
AC = · · · → C?3 → C?2 → C → 1,
in which the differential C?n+1 → C?n in each is an alternating sum of morphisms id?i ?ε ?
id?n−i. Our main theorem (Theorem 3.12) asserts that PC and AC are idempotent up to
homotopy with respect to ?, and gives a unique characterization of PC , AC in terms of C.
The reason for the notation PC ,AC is explained in Remark 3.15.
Remark 1.2. Complexes of the form PC are idempotent coalgebras in the homotopy category
K−(A), while complexes of the form AC are idempotent algebras in K−(A), and there is an
“idempotent decomposition” 1 ' (AC → PC) (notation explained in the remarks follow-
ing Definition 3.2). More generally idempotent complexes of the form PC and AC tend to
occur as maximal and minimal terms in idempotent decompositions of 1, respectively (see
Theorem 5.13 for an example).
Remark 1.3. The two-sided bar complex of an algebra occurs as a special case of this construc-
tion; see Example 3.16.
Remark 1.4. Categorified Jones-Wenzl idempotents [CK12; Roz14] (and their relatives) occur
as special cases of AC , while projectors such as Rozansky’s “minimal projectors” [Roz10]
and also the projectors from [AH17] occur as special cases of PC .
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If C1 ≤ C2 then there is a relative idempotent PC2/C1 satisfying
PC2 ?AC1 ' PC2/C1 ' AC1 ?PC2 ,
introduced and studied in §3.4. Theorem 3.22 establishes the basic properties of these relative
idempotents.
Remark 1.5. The categorified Temperley-Lieb idempotents [CH15] occur as special cases of
PC2/C1 ; these include the idempotents from Remark 1.4 above as special cases. See §5.2 for
more.
Remark 1.6. The complexes PC2/C1 ' PC2 ?AC1 are neither idempotent algebras nor coalge-
bras; such complexes typically arise as non-extremal terms in idempotent decompositions of
1 (see Theorem 5.13 for an example).
Section §4 contains a normalized version of the complexes PC ,AC , in which a large con-
tractible summand has been eliminated. This construction is akin to the usual normalized
two-sided bar complex. First, in §4.1 we construct a distinguished idempotent endomor-
phism en of C?n, for any counital object (C, ε). In §4.2 we show how C?n decomposes as a
direct sum of images of ek for various k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Nearly all of these summands cancel
in PC and AC (Theorem 4.16), and we find that
PC ' · · · → im e3 → im e2 → im e1,
AC ' · · · → im e3 → im e2 → im e1 → 1.
Strictly speaking the above homotopy equivalences are to be interpreted in the Karoubi enve-
lope of A, in which we have adjoined the images of all idempotent endomorphisms in A.
In §4.3 we show (Theorem 4.26) that AC is homotopy equivalent to the “infinite tensor
power” Cone(C → 1)?∞.
Remark 1.7. The fact that AC can be expressed as the “infinite power” of (C → 1) was
inspired Milnor’s “infinite join” construction of EG of a topological group G [Mil56].
Finally, §5 discusses some examples of using our construction in practice. In §5.1 we dis-
cuss how one recognizes complexes of the form PC and AC , and §5.2 shows how, using
these ideas, one can recover all the categorified Temperley-Lieb idempotents from [CH15];
see Theorem 5.13.
1.2. Some remarks on the construction. There is a dual version of this story, in which the
notion of counital object is dualized, obtaining the notion of unital objects (A, η : 1 → A).
The resulting theory produces a pair of complementary idempotent complexes in Ch+(A).
We ignore this dual picture entirely, as it can be obtained from that presented here by passing
to the opposite category Aop.
Any coalgebra object C ∈ A gives rise to a(n augmented) simplicial object in A. The com-
plex AC is just the complex corresponding to the augmented simplicial object C under the
Dold-Kan correspondence (and PC is the complex corresponding to the associated simpli-
cial object, forgetting the augmentation). Moreover, our complexes are very closely related
to the notion of triple cohomology [Bec67; BB69]. Note, however, that our complexes PC ,AC
are defined even when C is not a coalgebra. At the same time, triple cohomology is defined
for coalgebra objects in categories which are not necessarily linear; so the theory of triple
cohomology cannot be expressed in the language of the projectors PC ,AC in general.
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Remark 1.8. To really make the connection with triple cohomology one should fix a k-linear
category M on which A acts, say, on the right. If C ∈ A is a coalgebra object then − ? C is a
comonad acting on M, and the cohomology of C with coefficients in X ∈ M can be defined
as the homology of the hom complex HomCh(M)(X ?PC , X) with algebra structure inherited
from a homotopy equivalence
HomCh(M)(X ?PC , X) ' EndCh(M)(X ?PC).
We omit the details, as our focus is on the complexes PC themselves, and not on the coho-
mology theories they represent.
Acknowledgements. The author was supported by NSF grant DMS 1702274. We thank
E. Gorsky and V. Mazorchuk for comments on an earlier version.
2. CELLS AND COUNITAL OBJECTS
2.0.1. Notation. Throughout the paper k denotes a commutative ring andA denotes a chosen
k-linear, additive, monoidal category. The tensor product in A will be denoted ?, and the
monoidal identity in A will be denoted 1 ∈ A.
2.1. Cells in a monoidal category. Given objects X,Y ∈ A we say that X is a retract of Y if
idX factors through idY , i.e. we can write
idX = pi ◦ idY ◦σ
for some morphisms X σ→ Y pi→ X . In this case pi is called a retraction and σ its section. An
object Y is indecomposable in A if every retraction Y → X is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.1. This definition of indecomposability is only sensible whenA is idempotent com-
plete. A more reasonable definition of indecomposability in general would be, say, EndA(Y )
has no nontrivial idempotents.
Following [MM11, §4.1] we write B1 ≤L B2 (respectively B1 ≤R B2) if B1 is a retract of
X ? B2 (respectively B2 ? X) for some X ∈ A. We write B1 ≤LR B2 if B1 is a retract of
X ? B2 ? Y for some X,Y ∈ A. The relations ≤L, ≤R, ≤LR are referred to as the left, right,
and two-sided cell orders. Each of these relations is reflexive and transitive, but not anti-
symmetric. We write B1 ∼L B2 if B1 ≤L B2 and B2 ≤L B1 (and similarly for ∼R and ∼LR).
Then ∼L, ∼R, and ∼LR are equivalence relations on the set of objects of A.
A left cell (resp. right cell, resp. two-sided cell) in A is by definition an equivalence class with
respect to ∼L (resp. ∼R, resp. ∼LR) generated by an indecomposable object.
A left tensor ideal in A is a full subcategory I ⊂ A with the property that X ∈ A and B ∈ I
implies X ? B ∈ I. The notions of right and two-sided tensor ideal are defined similarly. If
B ∈ A then we let X ? A ⊂ A denote the right tensor ideal generated by B, i.e. the full
subcategory consisting of objects of the form B ? X with X ∈ A. Expressions such as A ? X ,
A ? X ?A, and so on, are defined similarly.
A full subcategory B ⊂ A will be called thick if it is closed under taking retracts (that is to
say, if Y ∈ B and idX = pi ◦ idY ◦σ then X ∈ B). If B ⊂ A is a full subcategory, then we let
B ⊂ A denote the smallest thick full subcategory which contains B.
Note that B1 ≤L B2 if and only if A ? B1 ⊂ A ? B2, and similarly for ≤R and ≤LR. In this
way, the cell theory of A is essentially the study of thick tensor ideals in A.
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2.2. Counital objects.
Definition 2.2. Let C ∈ A be an object equipped with a morphism ε : C → 1. We say that ε
is a counit if ε ? idC and idC ?ε admit right inverses. In this case the pair (C, ε) will be called
a counital object.
Definition 2.3. Define a transitive reflexive relation≤ on the set of counital objects by declar-
ing (C1, ε1) ≤ (C2, ε2) if ε1 factors through ε2, i.e. there exists ν : C1 → C2 such that ε1 = ε2◦ν.
We write C1 ∼ C2 if C1 ≤ C2 and C2 ≤ C1.
Remark 2.4. The monoidal identity 1 ∈ A is the unique maximum with respect to ≤, and
0 ∈ A is the unique minimum.
Definition 2.5. Let (C, ε) be a counital object in A. An object X ∈ A is said to be right
C-projective if there exists a morphism a : X → X ? C such that the composition
X X ? C X ? 1 X
a idX ?ε ∼=
equals idX . Left C-projective objects are defined similarly.
Note that right C-projective objects form a left tensor ideal in A.
Lemma 2.6. Let (C, ε) be a counital object. Then X ∈ A is right (resp. left) C-projective if and ony
if X ≤L C (resp. X ≤R C).
Proof. Clearly if X is right C-projective then idX factors through idX?C , so X ≤L C.
Conversely, suppose that X ≤L C, so that there exist an object Y ∈ A and maps X σ→
Y ? C
pi→ X such that pi ◦ σ = idX . Define a : X → X ? C to be the composition
X Y ? C Y ? C ? C X ? C
σ idY ?∆R pi ? idC
where ∆R : C → C ? C is a right inverse to idC ?ε : C ? C → C ? 1 ∼= C. Then a satisfies the
condition of Definition 2.5, so X is right C-projective. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (Ci, εi), i = 1, 2, be counital objects in A. The following are equivalent:
(1) C1 ≤L C2.
(2) C1 ≤R C2.
(3) C1 ≤ C2 in the sense of Definition 2.3.
Consequently the partial order C1 ≤ C2 from Definition 2.3 depends only on the thick left
(or right) tensor ideals generated by the objects Ci. In particular the counits εi are irrelevant.
Proof. Throughout the proof we will omit all occurrences of the unitor isomorphisms 1?Y ∼=
Y ∼= Y ? 1.
(1)⇒ (3). Assume that C1 ≤L C2. Then by Lemma 2.6 we can find a morphism f : C1 →
C1 ? C2 such that (idC1 ?ε2) ◦ f = idC1 . Define
ν := (ε1 ? idC2) ◦ f : C1 → C2
This ν satisfies ε2 ◦ ν = ε1, hence (1) implies (3).
(3)⇒ (1). Suppose that ν : C1 → C2 is such that ε1 = ε2 ◦ ν. It is an easy exercise to verify
that
idC1 = (idC1 ?ε1) ◦ f = (idC1 ?ε2) ◦ (idC1 ?ν) ◦ f,
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so idC1 ?ε2 : C1 ? C2 → C1 has a right inverse given by (idC1 ?ν) ◦ f , which proves that
C1 ≤L C2. This gives the equivalence (1)⇔ (3). A similar argument proves (2)⇔ (3). 
Remark 2.8. Note that (C, ε1) ∼ (C, ε2) whenever e1, ε2 are counits with the same underlying
object. Thus the equivalence class of (C, ε) depends only on C, and not on ε.
3. CONSTRUCTING IDEMPOTENTS
This section introduces our main techniques for constructing categorical idempotents (that
is to say, complexes over A which are idempotent with respect to ?, up to homotopy). We
begin by setting up some notation.
3.1. Complexes. If A is a k-linear category, then we let Ch(A) denote the dg category of
complexes over A. Our convention for complexes is such that differentials increase degree
by 1, as in
· · · δ→ Xk δ→ Xk+1 δ→ · · · .
Typically the differential of a complex is regarded as implicit, and we often write a complex
(X, δX) simply as X . Objects of A will be regarded as complexes in degree zero.
Remark 3.1. We use the letters X,Y, Z to denote objects of Ch(A). If we need to examine the
chain groups of a complex, we will use the notation Xk (k ∈ Z). The notation δX will always
mean the differential of X .
Since objects of A are regarded as a special kinds of complexes, the same letters X,Y, Z
may also be used to denote objects of A.
Morphism spaces in Ch(A) are the complexes
HomlCh(A)(X,Y ) :=
∏
i∈Z
HomA(X
i, Y i+l)
with differential given by the super-commutator
dCh(A)(f) := δY ◦ f − (−1)|f |f ◦ δX
where δX and δY denote the differentials of X,Y , and |f | ∈ Z denotes the degree of a homo-
geneous morphism f ∈ HomCh(A)(X,Y ).
A morphism f ∈ HomCh(A)(X,Y ) is closed if dCh(A)(f) = 0, and two closed morphisms
f, g ∈ HomlCh(A)(X,Y ) are homotopic, written f ' g, if f − g = dCh(A)(h) for some h ∈
Homl−1Ch(A)(X,Y ). A complex X contractible if idX ' 0, and more generally complexes X,Y
are homotopy equivalent, written X ' Y , if there exist closed morphisms f : X ↔ Y : g such
that idX −g ◦ f ' 0 and idY −f ◦ g ' 0.
We let K(A) = H0(Ch(A)) denote the cohomology category of Ch(A), also known as the
homotopy category of complexes; objects of this category are complexes, and morphisms are de-
gree zero closed morphisms modulo those which are homotopic to zero. Superscripts +,−, b
denote full subcategories of complexes which are bounded below, bounded above, respec-
tively bounded. For instance Ch−(A) ⊂ Ch(A) denotes the full dg subcategory consisting of
complexes X with Xk = 0 for k  0.
If X = (X, δX) is a complex and k ∈ Z, then we let X[k] denote the complex with X[1]i =
Xi+k and δX[k] = (−1)kδX .
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Definition 3.2. If X = (X, δX) is a complex, then any complex of the form (X, δX +α) we be
referred to as a twist of X , written twα(X).
If f : X → Y is a degree zero chain map then the mapping cone is
Cone(f) := tw[ 0 0
f 0
](X[1]⊕ Y ).
If δ ∈ Hom1Ch(A)(Z,U) is a closed degree 1 morphism then we write
(Z
δ→ U) := tw[ 0 0
δ 0
](Z ⊕ U).
So the mapping cone of a chain map f : X → Y may be indicated diagrammatically by
Cone(f) = (X[1]
f→ Y ).
Since A is monoidal, Ch−(A) inherits the structure of a monoidal category by
(X ? Y )k :=
⊕
i+j=k
Xi ? Y j , δX?Y = δX ? idY + idX ?δY .
The tensor product of morphisms f ∈ HomCh−(A)(X,X ′) and g ∈ HomCh−(A)(Y, Y ′) is de-
fined using the Koszul sign rule:
(f ? g)|Xi?Y j = (−1)|g|if |Xi ? g|Y j .
Note that twisting is compatible with the tensor product in the sense that
twα(X) ? twβ(Y ) ∼= twα?id+ id ?β(X ? Y ),
and suspension is compatible with the tensor product in the sense that
X[k] ? Y [l] ∼= (X ? Y )[k + l].
Combining these, we see that mapping cones interact with tensor product according to
Z ? Cone(f) ∼= Cone(idZ ?f), Cone(f) ? Z ∼= Cone(f ? idZ).
3.2. Idempotent algebras and coalgebras. The notion of idempotent (co)algebra makes sense
in any monoidal category. Below we are only interested in idempotent coalgebras in K−(A),
and we restrict to this setting for concreteness. The unpublished note [BD06] is an excellent
read, and discusses idempotent coalgebras outside of the triangulated or dg setting.
Definition 3.3. An idempotent coalgebra in K−(A) is a complex P ∈ K−(A) equipped with a
degree zero chain map ε : P→ 1 such that
P ? Cone(ε) ' 0 ' Cone(ε) ?P
(equivalently, idP ?ε and ε ? idP are homotopy equivalences).
An idempotent algebra in K−(A) is a complex A ∈ K−(A) equipped with a degree zero
chain map η : 1→ A such that
A ? Cone(η) ' 0 ' Cone(η) ?A
(equivalently, idA ?η and η ? idA are homotopy equivalences).
A 2-step idempotent decomposition of 1 ∈ A is homotopy equivalence
1 '
(
A
δ→ P
)
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in which P ? A ' 0 ' A ? P. Here the notation is as in the discussion following definition
3.2; in particular δ is a degree one closed morphism δ ∈ Hom1Ch(A)(A,P). We also refer to A
and P as complementary idempotents, and write A ' Pc, and P ' Ac.
Remark 3.4. It is a nontrivial consequence of the definitions that if (P, ε) is an idempotent
coalgebra then ε? idP ' idP ?ε, and their common homotopy inverse ∆ : P→ P?P is coas-
sociative up to homotopy. This justifies our referring to (P, ε) as an idempotent coalgebra.
Similar remarks apply to idempotent algebras.
Next we state without proof some basic facts concerning idempotent (co)algebras. Proofs
can be found in [BD06; Hog17]. Below, let 1 ' (A→ P) be an idempotent decomposition of
identity.
Observation 3.5. Any idempotent coalgebra (P, ε) determines a 2-step idempotent decom-
position of identity by taking A := Cone(ε). Any idempotent algebra (A,η) determines a
2-step idempotent decomposition of identity by taking P := Cone(η)[−1].
Conversely, if 1 ' (A→ P) is an idempotent decomposition of identity then P and A are
naturally equipped with the structures of an idempotent coalgebra and algebra, respectively.
Observation 3.6. For any X,Y ∈ K−(A) we have P ? X ' X iff A ? X ' 0, and P ? Y ' 0 iff
A ? Y ' Y . Similar statements hold with X,Y on the left.
Observation 3.7. The following full subcategories of K−(A) are closed under mapping cones,
direct sum, and suspension:
(1) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' X} (and similarly with X on the left).
(2) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' 0} (and similarly with X on the left).
(3) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' X ?P}.
(4) {X ∈ K−(A) |A ? X ' X ?A}.
(5) {X ∈ K−(A) |A ? X ?P ' 0 ' P ? X ?A}.
In fact, the categories (3), (4), and (5) coincide.
Observation 3.8. The following are equivalent:
(1) P ? X ' X ?P for all X ∈ K−(A).
(2) A ? X ' X ?A for all X ∈ K−(A).
(3) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' X} = {X ∈ K−(A) | X ?P ' X}.
(4) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' 0} = {X ∈ K−(A) | X ?P ' 0}
In fact, the homotopy equivalences from (1) and (2) can be chosen to be natural in X , up to
homotopy.
Note that (P, ε) may be regarded as a counital object in the homotopy category K−(A),
so the transitive reflexive relation ≤ from Definition 2.3 applies. The following is a strength-
ening of Lemma 2.7 in the context of idempotent coalgebras (compare with Theorem 4.24 in
[Hog17]). It is well-known to experts.
Proposition 3.9. Let (Pi, εi) be idempotent coalgebras (i = 1, 2). The following are equivalent.
(1) P1 ≤ P2.
(2) P1 ?P2 ' P1.
(3) P2 ?P1 ' P1.
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Proof. Throughout the proof we regard Pi as counital objects in the additive monoidal cat-
egory K−(A), so that the results of §2.2 are available. Let Ai := Pci be the complementary
idempotents.
Observe that P1 ≤ P2 implies P1 ≤L P2 (Lemma 2.7) which implies P1 is a retract of
P1 ?P2 (Lemma 2.6). This, in turn implies that P1 ?A2 is a retract of P1 ?P2 ?A2, which is
contractible. Thus, (1) implies P1 ?A2 ' 0, which is equivalent to (2). Conversely, (2) clearly
implies P1 ≤L P2, which implies (1) by Lemma 2.7.
A similar argument establishes the equivalence (1)⇔ (3). 
Corollary 3.10. An idempotent coalgebra P ∈ K−(A) is uniquely determined up to homotopy equiv-
alence by either of the following full subcategories of K−(A):
(1) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' X}.
(2) {X ∈ K−(A) | P ? X ' 0}.
(3) {X ∈ K−(A) | X ?P ' X}.
(4) {X ∈ K−(A) | X ?P ' 0}.
Proof. Suppose P and P′ are idempotent coalgebras in K−(A) satisfying P ? X ' X if and
only if P′ ? X ' X , for all X ∈ K−(A). Then P′ ? P′ ' P′ implies P ? P′ ' P′, which
is equivalent to P′ ? P ' P′ by Proposition 3.9. By symmetry we also have P′ ? P ' P,
hence P ' P′. This proves that P is uniquely determined by the full subcategory (1). A
similar argument takes care of the remaining cases (though for (2) and (4) it is necessary to
use the version of Proposition 3.9 which applies to idempotent algebras; details are left to
the reader). 
3.3. The categorical idempotents associated to C. Let (C, ε) be a counital object in A, and
define the following complex in Ch−(A):
(3.1) PC := CC?2C?3· · ·
ε id− id ε
,
where we have underlined the term in degree zero, and the differential C?r+1 → C?r is the
alternating sum
∑r
i=0(−1)i id?i ?ε ? id?r−i.
Note that PC has a chain map PC → 1 (given by ε in degree zero). We let AC :=
Cone(PC → 1). That is to say,
(3.2) AC := 1CC?2· · · ε
−(ε id− id ε)−(ε id id− id ε id + id id ε)
.
Lemma 3.11. We have AC ? C ' 0 ' C ?AC .
Proof. Below we define an explicit homotopy which realizes C ?AC ' 0. First, let ∆R : C →
C ? C be a right inverse to idC ?ε : C ? C → C ? 1 ∼= C, which exists since ε : C → 1 is a
counit.
For each k ≥ 0 let hk : C?k+1 → C?k+2 denote ∆R ? id?k, and let dk : C?k+1 → C?k denote∑k
i=1(−1)i−1 id?i ?ε ? id?k−i. Then dk are the components of the differential of C ? AC . It is
straightforward to verify that
dk+1 ◦ hk + hk−1 ◦ dk = idC?k+1
for all k ≥ 0, where h−1 = 0 by convention. This shows that C ? AC ' 0. The proof that
AC ? C ' 0 is similar. 
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Our first main result states that (PC ,AC) are complementary idempotents in K−(A).
Before stating, recall that an object X ∈ A is left (rep. right) C-projective iff X is in the
thick right (resp. left) tensor ideal generated by C, by Lemma 2.6.
Theorem 3.12. Let (C, ε) be a counital object in A. Then:
(1) PC is an idempotent coalgebra in K−(A) and AC is the complementary idempotent algebra.
(2) X ∈ K−(A) satisfies PC ? X ' X , equivalently AC ? X ' 0, if and only if X is homotopy
equivalent to a complex of left C-projectives.
(3) X ∈ K−(A) satisfies X ?PC ' X , equivalently X ?AC ' 0, if and only if X is homotopy
equivalent to a complex of right C-projectives.
(4) PC and AC are uniquely characterized up to homotopy equivalence by:
(U1) there is a homotopy equivalence 1 ' (AC → PC).
(U2) AC ? C ' 0.
(U3) PC is a complex of left C-projectives.
Before proving we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose A′,P′ ∈ K−(A) satisfy (U1), (U2), (U3) from Theorem 3.12. Then X ∈
K−(A) satisfies A′ ?X ' 0 if and only ifX is homotopy equivalent to a complex of left C-projectives.
There is a similar statement for right C-projectives.
Proof. First, suppose X ∈ A is left C-projective. Then X is a retract of C ? X by definition,
hence A′ ? X is a retract of A′ ? C ? X , which is contractible by hypothesis. This shows that
A′ ? X ' 0 when X is left C-projective.
Now, suppose X is a complex of left C-projectives. Let X ′ :=
⊕
kX
k[−k] be the direct
sum of the chain objects of X . Then X ′ is X with zero differential, and conversely X can be
regarded as a twist of X ′:
X = twδ(X
′).
Each chain object satisfies A′ ?Xk ' 0 by the above paragraph, so it follows that A′ ?X ′ ' 0.
Then A′ ? X ' 0 by standard homological perturbation techniques (see Corollary 4.7 with
curvature z = 0 in [Hog19a]).
Now, conversely, suppose A′ ? X . Then
0 ' Cone(P′ → 1) ? X ∼= Cone(P′ ? X → 1 ? X),
which implies that X ' P′ ? X , which is a complex of left C-projectives. This proves the
lemma (the statement about right C-projectives follows by symmetry). 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. Given that AC ?C ' 0 ' C ?AC (Lemma 3.11) and PC is a complex of
left and right C-projectives, Lemma 3.13 tells us that AC ?PC ' 0 ' PC ?AC . Statement (1)
follows, since 1 ' (AC → PC) (recall the discussion in §3.2).
Statements (2) and (3) are immediate consequences of Lemma 3.13.
For the uniqueness statement (4), suppose P′ and A′ satisfy (U1), (U2), (U3). Then A′ ?
PC ' 0 by Lemma 3.13 applied to A′. This implies A′ ? AC ' A′. Applying the right C-
projective version of Lemma 3.13 to AC yields P′ ?AC ' 0, hence A′ ?AC ' AC . This shows
AC ' A′; a similar argument shows PC ' P′. 
Remark 3.14. The complexes PC and AC depend only on the thick left (or right) tensor ideal
generated by C, up to homotopy equivalence by part (2) of the above theorem and Corollary
3.10. In particular the particular choice of counit ε : C → 1 is irrelevant.
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Remark 3.15. The notation for PC and AC is meant to remind the reader that certain kinds of
projective resolutions occur as special cases of PC → 1, and in such cases AC = Cone(PC →
1) is the associated acyclic complex (the cone of a quasi-isomorphism).1
An alternate mnemonic: PC preserves C in the sense that PC ?C ' C ' C ?PC while AC
annihilates C.
Example 3.16. Let A is a k-algebra, and let A denote the category of A,A-bimodules with
monoidal product ? = ⊗A and monoidal identity 1 = A. ThenC := A⊗kA is a coalgebra ob-
ject with counit given by the multiplication map C = A⊗k A→ A = 1 and comultiplication
given by the insertion of 1:
C = A⊗k A→ A⊗k A⊗k A = C?2, a⊗ b 7→ a⊗ 1⊗ b.
Then C⊗i = A⊗ki+1 and PC is the usual two-sided bar complex associated to A:
PA⊗kA = A⊗k AA⊗k A⊗AA⊗k4· · ·
and AA⊗kA = Cone(PA⊗kA → A) is the cone of a quasi-isomorphism. When A is projective
over k, the natural map PA⊗kA → A is a resolution of A by projective bimodules.
Example 3.17. Let H be a Hopf algebra (or bialgebra) over k, and let A be the category
of H-modules, with the monoidal product ? = ⊗k and monoidal identity 1 = k (and H-
actions defined using the comultiplication and counit of H , respectively). Then C := H is
a coalgebra object in A. If H is projective as a k-module then PH → k is a resolution of
k by projective H-modules (exercise), and AH = Cone(PH → k) is the cone of this quasi-
isomorphism.
The following examples formed the main motivation for this work.
Example 3.18. Let TLn denote the categorification of the Temperley-Lieb algebra TLn given
by projective modules over Khovanov’s ring Hn [Kho02] or, equivalently, Bar-Natan’s cate-
gory of n, n-tangles in a rectangle [BN05]. Let Ui ∈ TLn denote the object corresponding to
the cup / cap tangle
Ui =
1
· · ·
i i+ 1
· · ·
n
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Then each Ui is a coalgebra object in TLn (after a grading shift). The direct sum of coalgebras
is a coalgebra, hence the direct sum C := U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Un−1 is a coalgebra. The corresponding
unital idempotent Pn := AC ∈ K−(TLn) is the categorified Jones-Wenzl projector of Cooper-
Krushkal and Rozansky [CK12; Roz14], up to homotopy equivalence.
The ease with which AC can be constructed should be contrasted with the intricate ar-
guments for constructing categorified Jones-Wenzl projectors in [CK12]. We should remark
1Note that A is usually not assumed to be an abelian category, only an additive category, so the notions
of homology, quasi-isomorphism, and acyclic complexes are not typically defined. Even when A is abelian,
we work in a setting where acyclic complexes (i.e. exact sequences) are not generally isomorphic to zero, but
contractible complexes (i.e. split exact sequences) are.
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however, that the construction in [CK12] accomplishes more than can be seen from the gen-
eral construction, in the form of a beautiful recursion which expresses Pn ∈ K−(TLn) as
an infinite twisted complex involving Pn−1. This recursion was exploited in [Hog19b] to
investigate the dg algebra of endomorphisms of Pn.
Example 3.19. One can recover all the categorified symmetrizers (which might also be re-
ferred to as antisymmetrizers, depending on one’s mood) that have appeared in literature
over the years as special cases of AC . Examples include Rose’s sl3 projectors [Ros14], Cautis’
sln clasps [Cau15], and the categorified Young symmetrizers [Hog18]. These latter complexes
are special cases of the so-called antispherical projectors; see below.
Example 3.20. Let W be a Coxeter group with finite set of simple reflections S, and let
SBim(W ) be the category of Soergel bimodules for W (or its diagrammatic version, due
to Elias-Williamson [EW16]). Let Bs be the indecomposable bimodule assocated to a simple
reflection s ∈ S. Then Bs(−1) is a coalgebra in SBim(W ) (while Bs(1) is an algebra). If we
let C =
⊕
s∈S Bs(−1) then AC is the categorified antispherical projector, constructed for finite
W in Libedinsky-Williamson [LW17] using infinite powers of the “full twist” Rouquier com-
plex. Note that our construction of anti-spherical projectors makes sense for infinite Coxeter
groups.
3.4. Relative idempotents. Let (C1, ε1) ≤ (C2, ε2) be counital objects in A (where ≤ is as in
Definition 2.3). Let ν : C1 → C2 be a map such that ε2 ◦ ν = ε1. Then we have a chain map
ϕ : PC1 → PC2 pictured as follows:
C2C?22C
?3
2· · ·
C1C?21C
?3
1· · ·
PC2
PC1
=
=
ϕ νν?2ν?3
This exends to a map of cones ψ : AC1 → AC2 :
1C2C?22C
?3
2· · ·
1C1C?21C
?3
1· · ·
AC2
AC1
=
=
ψ idνν?2ν?3
Lemma 3.21. We have
Cone(AC1 → AC2)[−1] ' Cone(PC1 → PC2) ' PC2 ?AC1 ' AC1 ?PC2 .
If E denotes any of the equivalent complexes above, then E satisfies the additional properties
(a) E ?PC1 ' 0 ' PC1 ?E,
(b) E ?PC2 ' E ' PC2 ?E,
(c) E ?E ' E.
Proof. The equivalence Cone(AC1 → AC2)[−1] ' Cone(PC1 → PC2) is the cancelation of
the contractible summand Cone(1→ 1). Let E := Cone(PC1 → PC2).
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Observe that, since C1 ≤ C2 we have C1 ≤L C2 and C1 ≤R C2 by Lemma 2.7, hence
PC1 ?AC2 ' 0 ' AC2 ?PC1
by parts (2), (3) of Theorem 3.12. Since E ' Cone(AC1 → AC2)[−1]) and both AC1 ,AC2 are
annihilated by PC1 , it follows that E ?PC1 ' 0 ' PC1 ?E.
Since E?PC1 ' 0, it follows that E?AC1 ' E. Using the expression E ' Cone(PC1 → PC2)
it follows that
E ' E ?AC1 ' Cone(PC1 ?AC1 → PC2 ?AC1),
which is homotopy equivalent to PC2 ?AC1 , after canceling the contractible summand PC1 ?
AC1 . A similar argument shows that E ' AC1 ?PC2 .
Properties (a), (b), (c) are now clear from E ' AC1 ?PC2 ' PC2 ?AC1 . 
In the statement below, [C] denotes the equivalence class of a C with respect to the the
equivalence relation C ∼ C ′ if C ≤ C ′ and C ′ ≤ C.
Theorem 3.22. Let (Ci, εi) be counital objects in A (i = 1, 2). The following are equivalent:
(1) C1 ≤ C2 (as counital objects in A)
(2) PC1 ≤ PC2 (as counital objects in K−(A)).
(3) there exists a decomposition
PC2 ' (E→ PC1) .
(notation as in §3.1) where E ∈ K−(A) satisfies E ? C1 ' 0 ' C1 ?E.
Furthermore, if either of these conditions are satisfied, the complex E from (3) is uniquely determined
by [C1] and [C2] up to homotopy equivalence, and satisfies the additional properties:
(a) E ?PC1 ' 0 ' PC1 ?E,
(b) E ?PC2 ' E ' PC2 ?E,
(c) E ?E ' E.
We think of E as the complement of PC1 relative to PC2 , and (3) describes a decomposition
of PC2 as a categorical “sum” of the two smaller idempotents PC1 and E.
Proof. The equivalence (1) ⇔ (2) holds since (C1, ε1) ≤ (C2, ε2) if and only if C1 ≤L C2
(Lemma 2.7), which holds if and only if PC1 ? PC2 ' PC1 (part (2) of Theorem 3.12), which
is equivalent to PC1 ≤ PC2 (Proposition 3.9).
The implication (1)⇒ (3) follows by taking E to be the cone of the natural map PC1 → PC2
as in Lemma 3.21.
We will show that (3) ⇒ (2). Suppose we have a decomposition PC2 ' (E → PC1) in
which E is annihilated by C1 up to homotopy on the left and right. Then E is annihilated by
PC1 on the left and right, from which it follows that
PC1 ?PC2 ' (PC1 ?E→ PC1 ?PC1) ' PC1
after contracting a contractible summand and using PC1 ? PC1 ' PC1 , which is equivalent
to (2). This completes the proof that (1)-(3) are equivalent.
We now prove uniqueness of E. Suppose we have a decomposition PC2 ' (E → PC1) in
which E is annihilated by C1 up to homotopy on the left and right. Then E ?PC1 ' 0, which
implies that E ?AC1 ' E. Then tensoring the decomposition PC2 ' (E→ PC1) on the right
with AC1 yields
PC2 ?AC1 ' (E ?AC1 → PC1 ?AC1) ' E ?AC1 ' E,
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where in the second homotopy equivalence we contracted the contractible complex PC1 ?
AC1 . This proves uniqueness of E, up to homotopy equivalence. The stated properties of E
were proven in Lemma 3.21. 
Definition 3.23. We will write PC1 ≤ PC2 if either of the equivalent conditions of Theorem
3.22 are satisfied. In this case the relative projector E ' Cone(PC1 → PC2) will be denoted
PC2/PC1 or sometimes PC2/C1 .
The following are some trivial observations.
Observation 3.24. The identity 1 ' P1 is the unique maximum with respect to ≤ and 0 = P0
is the unique minimum. Moreover, 1/PC ' AC and PC/0 = PC .
Observation 3.25. If C,D ∈ A are counital, then PC ≤ PC⊕D.
Observation 3.26. If C,D ∈ A are counital and D ≤ C, then PC ' PC⊕D.
Observation 3.27. If C contains 1 as a direct summand, then AC ' 0 and PC ' 1.
Observation 3.28. If (C, ε) is a counital object, then so is (C ? C, ε ? ε), and PC?C ' PC .
4. THE NORMALIZED CONSTRUCTION
In this section we give a normalized version of the complexes PC and AC . We actually
discovered these expressions first, only later realizing that they can be expressed in terms of
equations (3.1) and (3.2).
Ultimately we are seeking to simplify the complexes AC and PC by decomposing the
chain groups C?n as direct sums of simpler pieces. The basic summands of C?n are images
of some distinguished idempotents ek ∈ C?k for various k.
The main results can be summarized as follows. Suppose C ∈ A is counital and A is
idempotent complete. Then:
• there exist objects Xn ∈ A for n ≥ 1 such that C?n is a direct sum of Xk with multi-
plicity
(
n−1
k−1
)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n (in particular Xn appears in C?n with multiplicity one).
• there are canonical maps δn : Xn → Xn−1 such that δn−1 ◦ δn = 0 for all n ≥ 1 (by
convention we set X0 := 1), and
(C → 1)?n ' (Xn δn−→ · · · δ2−→ X1 δ1−→ X0).
• there is a well-defined “infinite tensor power”, which satisfies
“(C → 1)?∞” ' (· · · δ2−→ X1 δ1−→ X0) ' AC .
Precisely speaking, the infinite tensor power is the homotopy colimit, or mapping
telescope, of a directed system 1→ F→ F?2 → · · · , where F = Cone(C ε→ 1).
4.1. A distinguished direct summand of C?n. Let A be a fixed additive monoidal k-linear
category, and letC ∈ A be an object equipped with a map ε : C → 1 and a map ∆ : C → C?C
satisfying the right counit axiom:
(4.1) (idC ?ε) ◦∆ = idC .
In this section we will not assume that ∆ satisfies the left counit or coassociativity axioms.
Our goal in this section is to define and establish basic properties of some special idempo-
tents en ∈ EndA(C?n).
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Definition 4.1. Define endomorphisms en ∈ EndA(C?n) for n ≥ 1 as follows. First, introduce
shorthand idk := idC?k . Let e1 := id1 and
(4.2) e2 := id2−∆ ◦ (id1 ?ε),
and for n ≥ 2 set
(4.3) en = (e2 ? idn−2) ◦ (id1 ?e2 ? idn−3) ◦ · · · ◦ (idn−2 ?e2).
By convention we set C?0 = 1 and e0 := id0 := id1.
Lemma 4.2. We have (idl−1 ?ε ? idn−l) ◦ en = 0 for all 2 ≤ l ≤ n.
Proof. The statement is vacuous for n = 0, 1. The right counit axiom (4.1) implies that
(id1 ?ε) ◦ e2 = 0 which proves the statement in case n = 2. The statement for n > 2 fol-
lows from the definition of en in terms of e2 (4.3). 
Lemma 4.3 (Left en absorption). Suppose f : D → E ? C?n ? F satisfies
(idE ?(idl−1 ?ε ? idn−l) ? idF ) ◦ f = 0
for 2 ≤ l ≤ n. Then
(idE ?en ? idF ) ◦ f = f.
Proof. The lemma is trivially true for n = 0, 1. Observe that idE ?(idl−2 ?e2 ? idn−l) ? idF is
idF?C?n?E plus a morphism which, under the hypotheses on f , becomes zero after precom-
posing with f . Thus we have
(idE ?(idl−2 ?e2 ? idn−l) ? idF ) ◦ f = f
for all 2 ≤ l ≤ n. The lemma now follows from the definition of en. 
Combining the previous two lemmas shows that en is idempotent.
Lemma 4.4. We have e2n = en for all n ∈ Z≥0. 
4.1.1. Karoubi envelope. IfA is idempotent complete then we have objects ofA corresponding
to the images of the idempotents en. If A is not idempotent complete then we may embed
A fully faithfully into an idempotent complete category via the following well-known con-
struction.
Definition 4.5. If A is an additive k-linear category then the Karoubi envelope of A is the k-
linear category Kar(A) with objects pairs (X, e) where X ∈ A is an object and e ∈ EndA(X)
is idempotent. A morphism (X0, e0) → (X1, e1) in Kar(A) is a morphism f : X0 → X1 such
that e1 ◦ f ◦ e0 = f .
The object (X, e) ∈ Kar(A) will also be denoted im e.
Remark 4.6. There is a canonical fully faithful functor A → Kar(A) sending X 7→ (X, idX).
We typically denote (X, idX) simply by X , and regard A as a full subcategory of Kar(A).
Remark 4.7. If A is monoidal then so is Kar(A), in a natural way. On the level of objects, this
monoidal structure is defined by
(X, e) ? (X ′, e′) = (X ?X ′, e ? e′).
Remark 4.8. The category A is idempotent complete if and only if the canonical functor A→
Kar(A) is an equivalence.
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Remark 4.9. The idempotent e ∈ EndA(X) can be regarded as a morphism in Kar(A) in (at
least) three ways: either as the identity endomorphism of im e, or the inclusion / projection
of im e as a direct summand of X .
4.1.2. Tensor structure.
Lemma 4.10. Retain notation as in §4.1. Then we have an isomorphism
C ? im en ∼= im en+1 ⊕ im en
in Kar(A), for n ≥ 1.
Proof. Define morphisms pi : C?n+1 ↔ C?n : σ by the formulas
pi := (id1 ?ε ? idn−1) ◦ (id1 ?en),
σ := (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ en.
Observe that (idl−1 ?ε ? idn−l) ◦ pi = 0 for 2 ≤ l ≤ n, hence en ◦ pi = pi by Lemma 4.3. Thus, pi
can be regarded as a morphism im(id1 ?en)→ im(en) in Kar(A).
Similarly σ ◦ en = σ is clear, and (idl−1 ?ε ? idn+1−l) ◦ σ = 0 for 3 ≤ l ≤ n + 1 implies
(id1 ?en) ◦ σ = σ. Thus, σ may be regarded as a morphism im(en)→ im(id1 ?en).
Compute:
pi ◦ σ = (id1 ?ε ? idn−1) ◦ (id1 ?en) ◦ σ
= (id1 ?ε ? idn−1) ◦ σ
= (id1 ?ε ? idn−1) ◦ (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ en
= en.
It follows that σ ◦ pi is an idempotent endomorphism of im(id1 ?en) whose image is isomor-
phic to im(en). The complementary idempotent is
id1 ?en − σ ◦ pi = id1 ?en − (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ en ◦ pi
= id1 ?en − (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ pi
= id1 ?en − (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ (id1 ?ε ? idn−1) ◦ (id1 ?en)
= (e2 ? idn−1) ◦ (id1 ?en)
= en+1
Thus, the image of id1 ?en (that is to say, C ? im en) is isomorphic to the direct sum of im en
and im en+1, as claimed. 
Remark 4.11. With only slightly more work, it is possible to show that (im en) ? (im em) ∼=
im en+m ⊕ im en+m−1 for all n,m ≥ 1.
4.2. The normalized categorical idempotents. Recall that (idl−1 ?ε ? idn−l) ◦ en is zero for
2 ≤ l ≤ n. When l = 1 this morphism is generally nonzero.
Definition 4.12. Let δn : im en → im en−1 be the morphism given by δn := (ε ? idn−1) ◦ en, for
n ≥ 1.
Note that en−1 ◦ δn = δn by an application of Lemma 4.3, so δn can indeed be regarded as
a morphism im en → im en−1, as claimed.
Lemma 4.13. We have δn−1 ◦ δn = 0 for all n ≥ 2.
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Proof. Compute: δn−1 ◦ δn = (ε ? ε ? idn−2) ◦ en = 0. 
Definition 4.14. Retain notation as in §4.1. Let AˆC , PˆC ∈ K−(Kar(A)) denote the complexes
AˆC = · · · δ3−→ im e2 δ2−→ im e1 δ1−→ 1,
PˆC = · · · δ4−→ im e4 δ3−→ im e2 δ2−→ im e1.
Note that we do not yet assumeC is fully counital, only that idC ?ε admits a right inverese.
Lemma 4.15. We have C ? AˆC ' 0.
Proof. By Lemma 4.10 the chain groups of C ? AˆC split as direct sums:
C ? im en ∼= im en+1 ⊕ im en.
We claim that when expressed in terms of this direct sum decomposition the differential is
(4.4) idC ?δn =
[
0 idim en
0 0
]
: im en+1 ⊕ im en → im en ⊕ im en−1
for n ≥ 2. The case n = 1 is similar (ignore the im en−1 summand and delete the bottom row
of the above matrix).
First, observe that
(id1 ?δn) ◦ en+1 = 0
by Lemma 4.2, so the first column of the matrix for id1 ?δn is zero, and
en ◦ (id1 ?δn) = (id1 ?δn),
by Lemma 4.3, so the second row of the matrix for id1 ?δn is zero (the “image” of id1 ?δn is
completely contained im en). Thus, the matrix for id1 ?δn has the form
id1 ?δn =
[
0 f
0 0
]
: im en+1 ⊕ im en → im en ⊕ im en−1
for some morphism f : im en → im en. To describe f explicitly we use the explicit inclusion
of the direct summand σ := (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ en : im en → im id1 ?en from the proof of Lemma
4.10. Compute:
f = (id1 ◦δn) ◦ σ = (id1 ◦ε ? idn−1) ◦ (∆ ? idn−1) ◦ en = en.
This shows that f is the identity of im en and proves (4.4).
Thus, all the terms summands in C ? AˆC cancel in pairs and so C ? AˆC ' 0. 
Theorem 4.16. If C ∈ A is counital then AC ' AˆC and PC ' PˆC (Definition 4.14).
Proof. Since AˆC kills C from the left we have AC ? AˆC ' AˆC . Since AC kills C from the right
we have AC ? AˆC ' AC , hence AC ' AˆC . Then PˆC ' PC since an idempotent coalgebra is
uniquely determined by its complement up to isomorphism. 
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4.2.1. The usual normalized two-sided bar complex. It is interesting to compare the abstract nor-
malized complex AˆC and its complement PˆC with the usual normalized two-sided bar com-
plex.
LetA be a k-algebra. LetA be the category ofA,A-bimodules with tensor product ? = ⊗A.
We will abbreviate by writing ⊗ = ⊗k (this is not part of the monoidal structure on A). The
normalized two-sided bar complex associated to A is the complex
· · · → A⊗ (A/k)⊗2 ⊗A→ A⊗ (A/k)⊗A→ A⊗A
with the usual bar differential.
We claim that A⊗ (A/k)⊗n−1 ⊗ A is isomorphic to the image of the idempotent en acting
on C?n = A⊗n+1.
Definition 4.17. For each subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , k} let fS denote the bimodule endomorphism
of A ? A⊗k ⊗ A which “shifts to the right the factors in positions i ∈ S”. More precisely
fS(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak+1) is a simple tensor of the form b0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bk+1 where
(1) b0 = a0.
(2) if i 6∈ S and i− 1 6∈ S, then bi = ai.
(3) if i ∈ S and i− 1 6∈ S, then bi = 1.
(4) if i 6∈ S and i− 1 ∈ S, then bi = ai−1ai.
(5) if i ∈ S and i− 1 ∈ S, then bi = ai−1.
Example 4.18. If k = 5 and S = {1, 2, 5}, then
fS(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a6) = a0 ⊗ 1⊗ a1 ⊗ a2a3 ⊗ a4 ⊗ 1⊗ a5a6.
The original simple tensor can also be expressed as the component-wise product
(1⊗ a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ a5 ⊗ 1)(a0 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ a3 ⊗ a4 ⊗ 1⊗ a6),
and the image under fS is visualized as shifting the first factor to the right, then multiplying:
(1⊗ 1⊗ a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ a5)(a0 ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ a3 ⊗ a4 ⊗ 1⊗ a6).
Lemma 4.19. The idempotent ek+1 acting on A⊗A⊗k ⊗A satisfies
(1) ek+1(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak+1) =
∑
S⊂{1,...,k}(−1)|S|fS(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak+1).
(2) ek+1(a0⊗· · ·⊗ak+1) = a0⊗· · ·⊗ak+1+(· · · ), where (· · · ) denotes a sum of simple tensors
b0 ⊗ · · · bk+1 with bi = 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
(3) if ai = 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then ek+1(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak+1) = 0.
Proof. Exercise. 
Proposition 4.20. The image of ek+1 acting on A⊗A⊗k ⊗A is isomorphic to A⊗ (A/k)⊗k ⊗A.
Proof. The idempotent ek+1 annihilates all simple tensors in a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak+1 in which ai = 1
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k by part (3) of Lemma 4.19, so the projection A ⊗ A⊗k ⊗ A  im(ek+1)
descends to a surjective map A⊗ (A/k)⊗k⊗A im(ek+1). We have to show that this map is
injective. If ek+1(z) = 0 then z is a sum of simple tensors a0⊗ · · ·⊗ ak+1 with ai = 1 for some
1 ≤ i ≤ k, by part (2) of Lemma 4.19. Thus, z is zero in A⊗ (A/k)⊗k ⊗A. This completes the
proof. 
Proposition 4.21. The normalized complex PˆA⊗kA is isomorphic to the usual normalized two-sided
bar complex.
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Proof. As we’ve seen already, the chain groups of PˆA⊗kA satisfy (PˆA⊗kA)
−k = A⊗(A/k)⊗k⊗
A, which are the chain groups of the normalized two-sided bar complex as well. To check
that the differentials agree is an exercise. 
4.2.2. Remark on Grothendieck groups. This subsection is an informal discussion concerning
Grothendieck groups. We would like to consider the class of PˆC in the Grothendieck group.
But since PˆC is an infinite complex one encounters the usual problem that the relevant
Grothendieck group is zero. There are various ways around this problem in the examples
of interest. Throughout this (very informal and certainly incorrect as written) subsection we
assume that such issues are dealt with, so we may consider the Euler characteristic of [PˆC ]
as a well defined element of (an appropriate completion of) K0(Kar(A)). See [AS13].
Let Xn := im en in Kar(A), for n ≥ 1. We haveX1 = C and generally C ?Xn ∼= Xn+1⊕Xn.
Thus, on the level of Grothendieck groups we have
(4.5) [Xn] = [C]([C]− 1)n−1
for all n ≥ 1 (by an easy induction). Thus, the Euler characteristic of PˆC is
[PˆC ] =
∑
n≥1
(−1)n−1[Xn] = [C]
∑
n≥1
(−1)n−1([C]− 1)n−1.
One is certainly tempted to sum the geometric series, obtaining
[PˆC ] =
[C]
1 + ([C]− 1) = [1],
hence
AˆC = 0.
The conclusion would then be that we are only able to categorify the most boring idempo-
tents (zero and one)! Thankfully, this conclusion is incorrect, essentially because [C] may be a
zero divisor in the Grothendieck group, hence completing with respect to the ideal generated
by ([C]− 1) is potentially a very destructive operation.
However, in some important examples, C is quasi-idempotent in the sense that C ? C ∼=
λC, where λ is some “scalar object” (for instance a direct sum of copies of 1with shifts, when
this makes sense). In this instance C2 = λC implies that Xn = (λ−1)n−1C, and we conclude
that
[PˆC ] =
[C]
1 + ([λ]− 1) =
[C]
[λ]
in K0(A)J[λ] − 1K. The scalar object λ is very often not a zero divisor in K0(A), so adjoining
[λ]−1 to K0(A) or completing with respect to the ideal generated by [λ] − 1 is typically an
innocuous operation (in contrast to adjoining [C]−1). In other words, PˆC categorifies the
idempotent obtained from [C] by rescaling.
Example 4.22. Let R = k[α], regarded as a Z-graded algebra, where α is a formal inde-
terminate of degree 2, and let A be the additive monoidal category freely generated by the
Z-graded bimodules 1 = R and C := k[α] ⊗k[α2] k[a] and their shifts. This category is
monoidal via ? = ⊗R.
Then C is a coalgebra object and satisfies C ? C ∼= (1 + q2)C, where a polynomial in q
denotes the corresponding direct sum of copies of 1 with shifts. One can then check directly
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that Xn = q2n−2C, and the normalized complex PˆC is given by
PˆC = · · · → q4C → q2C → C
in which the maps alternate between multiplication by α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α and α⊗ 1 + 1⊗ α. On
the level of Grothendieck groups, this becomes
[PˆC ] =
1
1 + q2
[C].
4.3. The infinite power construction. Next we discuss the expression of categorical idem-
potents as “infinite tensor powers” of some given complex F. Let C ∈ A be an object with
counit ε : C → 1 as above. Let F := Cone(ε), which is the complex C → 1 with 1 in degree
0, C in degree −1, and differential given by ε. The inclusion of the degree zero chain object
gives a chain map ι : 1→ F, from which we may construct the following directed system
(4.6) 1 F F?2 · · ·
ϕ0 ϕ1 ϕ2
, ϕk := ι ? id
?k
F .
Definition 4.23. Let F?∞ denote the homotopy colimit of the directed system 4.6.
For a precise model for this homotopy colimit one may use the mapping telescope. A priori
F?∞ lives in K−(A′) for some cocompletion A′ of A. But as we will see F?∞ is homotopy
equivalent to a complex in K−(A).
Lemma 4.24. Let F := Cone(ε) as above. Then
(4.7) F?n ' (im en → im en−1 → · · · → im e1 → 1)
in which the differential im ek → im ek−1 is δk from Definition 4.12.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n ≥ 1. The base case n = 1 is trivially true. Assume by
induction that (4.7) holds. Tensoring on the left with C yields
C ? F?n ' (C ? im en → · · · → C ? im e1 → C).
Each chain group is isomorphic to C ? im ek ∼= im ek+1 ⊕ im ek and the differential is deter-
mined explicitly from Lemma 4.15. The terms im ek → im ek cancel in pairs for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
The only remaining term is im en+1 in cohomological degree −n. This shows that
(4.8) C ? F?n ' im en+1[n].
Now, since F = Cone(C → 1), we can write F?n+1 as the cone of a map C ? F?n → F?n or,
equivalently as the cone of a map
im en+1[n]→ (im en → · · · → im e1 → 1).
Such a cone is necessarily a complex of the form
(im en+1 → im en → · · · → im e1 → 1).
To complete the computation we must check that the new (leftmost) component of the dif-
ferential is as claimed. This component is the idempotent en+1, regarded as the inclusion
im en+1 → C ? im en followed by the appropriate component of the differential ε ? idn :
C ? F ?n → F ?n. This composition is δn+1 as claimed. This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.25. The proof actually establishes something stronger, namely that ι ? idF?k : F?k →
F?k+1 corresponds under (4.7) to the obvious inclusion of a subcomplex.
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The following is now an easy corollary.
Theorem 4.26. We have F?∞ ' AˆC . In particular if C is counital then AC ' AˆC ' F?∞. 
5. EXAMPLES
In §5.1 we establish a result on how to recognize when an idempotent (co)algebra inK−(A)
is isomorphic to PC or AC for some C (Lemma 5.2) , which may be useful in future appli-
cations. In §5.2 we show how to obtain the categorified Temperley-Lieb idempotents from
[CH15] using techniques in this paper.
5.1. Recognizing idempotents of the form PC and AC .
Lemma 5.1. Let P be an idempotent coalgebra in Ch−(A) and A = Cone(P ε→ 1) its complement.
Suppose X,Y ∈ Ch−(A) satisfy P ? X ' X and A ? Y ' Y . Then
HomCh(A)(X,Y ) ' 0
for all X,Y ∈ Ch−(A).
For experts: in the statement above the category Ch−(A) can be replaced by any pretrian-
gulated dg monoidal category.
Proof. From the hypotheses, we have A ? X ' 0, i.e. Cone(ε) ? X ' 0, hence ε ? idX
gives a homotopy equivalence P ? X → 1 ? X ∼= X . Similarly, the unit map η : 1 → A
gives a homotopy equivalence Y → A ? Y . Pre- and post-composing with these homotopy
equivalences defines a homotopy equivalence
(5.1) HomCh(A)(X,Y )→ HomCh(A)(P ? X,A ? Y ).
This homotopy equivalence sends f ∈ HomCh(A)(X,Y ) to (η ◦ ε) ? f . But η ◦ ε is null-
homotopic, being the composition of canonical maps associated to the mapping cone: P ε→
1 → Cone(ε). It follows that (5.1) is null-homotopic, hence both source and target are con-
tractible complexes. 
It follows that HomCh(A)(X,A ? Y ) ' 0 for all X ∈ Ch−(A) satisfying P ? X ' X (with
Y ∈ Ch−(A) arbitrary). Consequently HomCh(A)(X,P ? Y ) ' HomCh(A)(X,Y ) for all such
X . This will be used in the proof of the following.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a k-linear additive idempotent complete monoidal category. Let P be an
idempotent coalgebra in Ch−(A) and A = Cone(P→ 1) its complement. Suppose that B ⊂ A is a
subcategory such that P ∈ Ch−(B) and X ?A ' 0 ' A ? X for all X ∈ B. Then
(1) The complexes P and A are homotopy equivalent to complexes supported in non-positive
homological degrees.
(2) Assuming as in (1) that P and A are supported in non-positive homological degrees, the
object C = P0 is counital and P ' PC , A ' AC .
Proof. Let N be the largest integer for which the chain object PN is nonzero. Since PN ∈ B
we have A ?PN ' 0 hence P ?PN ' PN . Then we compute the complex of homs
HomCh(A)(P
N ,P) ' HomCh(A)(PN ,1) = HomA(PN ,1),
which is supported in degree zero. The inclusion of PN [−N ] into P can be though of as a
degree N closed element of the above hom complex. If N > 0 then this morphism must
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be null-homotopic, which implies that PN can be cancelled with a Gaussian elimination. In
degree N − 1 the result of Gaussian elimination replaces PN−1 with a direct summand of
itself, but this summand is still annihilated by A, so if N − 1 > 0 then this new term can be
cancelled by the same argument. Continuing in this fashion, we obtain a a complex which is
homotopy equivalent to P, supported in non-positive homological degrees. This proves (1).
Now, assume that the chain objects Pk are zero for k > 0, and let C := P0 be the chain
object in degree zero. Let ε : C → 1 be the zeroth (and only nontrivial) component of the
counit map P→ 1.
Then ε is a counit by considering the right-most components of null-homotopies for C ?
A ' 0 ' A ? C. Statement (2) now follows from the uniqueness statement for PC and
AC . 
Remark 5.3. Note the asymmetry in the above statement: there is a dual version of Lemma
5.2 in which the roles of unital and counital idempotents are reversed, provided that we also
replace Ch−(A) with Ch+(A).
5.2. Categorification of Temperley-Lieb idempotents. In this section we assume familiarity
with [BN05; Kho02], which describe a categorification of Temperley-Lieb algebras.
Remark 5.4. We will use the “dotted cobordisms” version of Bar-Natan’s categories. The
details don’t concern us here, and we refer to [BN05] for details (see also §2.2 of [Hog19b] for
a recap).
For integers n,m ≥ 0 of the same parity, let TL′m,n denote Bar-Natan’s category of m,n-
tangles and cobordisms. An object of this category is an embedded 1-submanifold of I × I ,
with boundary (Dm × {1}) ∪ (Dn × {0}), where Dm ⊂ (0, 1) is some prescribed set of m
points. A morphism T → T ′ in this category is a formal Z-linear combination of cobordisms
in I×I×I , modulo relations. See, e.g. Definition 2.3 in [Hog19b] for the precise relations. The
morphism spaces in TLm,n are graded by declaring the degree of a cobordism Σ : T0 → T1
to be
deg(Σ) = #{saddle points} −#{local maxima and minima}+ 2#{dots}.
Then we let TLm,n be the category obtained from theZ-graded category TL′m,n by formally
adjoining grading shifts and finite direct sums objects, denoted
⊕
i q
kiTi. The convention for
grading shifts is that a cobordism Σ : T0 → T1 with a single saddle point yields a degree zero
map qT0 → T1.
The operation of composing tangles defines functors ? : TLm,k ⊗ TLk,n → TLm,n, making
the collection of categories TLm,n into a 2-category (the 1-morphism categories of which are
the TLm,n).
Remark 5.5. Alternately, we could define TLm,n to be the category of finitely generated graded
projective modules over Khovanov’s ringH(m+n)/2. Then the composition of tangles TLm,k⊗
TLk,n → TLm,n corresponds to induction fromH(m+k)/2)⊗H(k+n)/2 toHk+(m+n)/2, followed
by tensoring with a special bimodule over H(n+m)/2, Hk+(n+m)/2.
There is a contravariant duality functor (−)∨ : TLm,n → TLn,m which on the level of
objects applies the transformation (x, y) 7→ (x, 1 − y) to all tangles, and on the level of mor-
phisms applies (x, y, z) 7→ (x, 1 − y, 1 − z) to all cobordisms. Then q(n−m)/2X∨ is the right
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dual of X in the usual sense of 2-categories. Since (X∨)∨ = X one can say that X and X∨
are biadjoint up to shift.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 there is a distinguished tangle Ti,n ∈ TLn,n−2 (the “cup”). A cup
tangle is by definition a composition of these tangles. Up to isotopy, these are indexed by
certain binary sequences.
Definition 5.6. We put a partial order on {1,−1}n by declaring that two sequences sequences
ε = (ε1, . . . , εn) and ν = (ν1, . . . , νn) satisfy εν if ε1+ · · ·+εi ≤ ν1+ · · ·+νi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A sequence ε ∈ {1,−1}n is called admissible if ε 0.
Given ε ∈ {1,−1}we let |ε| = ε1 + · · ·+ εn and r(ε) = 12(n− |ε|).
Associated to each admissible sequence ε ∈ {1,−1}n with |ε| = k we have a cup tangle
Tε ∈ TLn,k defined as in the following example:
(5.2) Tε =
+ + − + + + − + − − + +
,
for which ε = (1, 1,−1, 1, 1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1). The strands in such a diagram are referred
to as through strands if they pass from the top to the bottom and turn-back strands otherwise.
Note that r(ε) is the number of occurrences of −1 in ε, equivalently the number of turnback
strands in Tε.
To obtain the sequence of ±1 associated to a cup diagram as in (5.2), orient the “through
strands” upward and the “turn-back strands” leftward. Then one places a +1 at each outgo-
ing point of the boundary and a −1 at each incoming point of the boundary, and reads along
the top of the diagram to obtain ε.
Remark 5.7. The number r(ε) counts the turnback strands in Tε.
Remark 5.8. The object Cε := qr(ε)Tε ? T∨ε comes with a canonical degree zero cobordism
(sequence of r(ε) saddle cobordisms) Cε → 1 making Cε into a counital object (in fact a
coalgebra object) in TLn,n.
Definition 5.9. For each pair of integers 0 ≤ k ≤ n with n − k even, let Cn,k :=
⊕
|ε|=k Cε,
where the sum is over admissible sequences ε ∈ {1,−1}n with |ε| = k.
The through-degree of a tangle T ∈ TLn,m is the minimal k such that T factors as T ∼= U ?U ′
with U ∈ TLn,k and U ′ ∈ TLk,m. Note for each 0 ≤ k ≤ n the tangles with through degrees
≤ k (and direct sums of shifts thereof) form a two-sided tensor ideal in TLn,n.
Lemma 5.10. A tangle T has through-degree ≤ k if and only if T is left (equivalently right) Cn,k-
projective (Definition 2.5).
Proof. We only prove the statement about left Cn,k-projectives, since the statement for right
Cn,k-projectives follows by symmetry. We may assume without loss of generality that T
has no closed loop components. Then T can be decomposed into its “top half” and “bot-
tom half” as T = Tε ◦ T∨ν for some admissible sequences ε, ν ∈ {1,−1}n with |ε| = |ν| =
through-degree of T . Then T is left Cε projective.
We must show that Cε ≤ Cn,k. If T has through-degree k, then |ε| = k and Cε is a direct
summand of Cn,k, so Cε ≤ Cn,k is obvious. Otherwise, if |ε| = l < k, then the counit of
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Cε (a sequence of saddle cobordisms each of which increases through-degree by 2) factors
through some object Cµ with |µ| = k, and Cε ≤ Cµ ≤ Cn,k, as claimed. This shows that if the
through-degree of T is≤ k, then T is left Cn,k-projective. The converse is obvious, since each
summand of Cn,k has through-degree k.

Definition 5.11. For each pair of integers 0 ≤ k ≤ n with n − k even, let Pn,k := PCn,k
and En,k := Pn,k/Pn,k−2 be the relative idempotent. If k − 2 < 0, then we set Pn,k = 0 by
convention, so that En,1 = Pn,1 if n is odd and En,0 = Pn,0 if n is even.
Remark 5.12. Pn,n ' 1, so En,n ' 1/PCn,n−2 = ACn,n−2 .
Theorem 5.13. The complexes En,k from Definition 5.11 satisfy:
(1) En,k is a complex constructed from tangles with through-degree ≤ k.
(2) X ?En,k ' 0 ' En,k ? X for any tangle X with through-degree < k.
(3) there is a homotopy equivalence 1 ' twα (
⊕
k En,k) where α is a twist whose component
αl,k ∈ Hom1Ch(TLn,n)(En,k,En,l) vanishes unless k > l.
Proof. We have a homotopy equivalence of the form
1 ' Pn,n '

Pn,n−2[1]
Pn,n
Pn,n−4[1]
Pn,n−2
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
Pn,0 or 1[1]
Pn,2 or 3 Pn,0 or 1
− id − id − id − id

in which the right-hand side is a twisted complex of the form twα(
⊕
k Pn,k ⊕
⊕
k 6=n Pn,k[1]).
The vertical arrows are the maps which are guaranteed by Pn,k−2 ≤ Pn,k, the cones of which
are En,k. After reassociating we obtain a homotopy equivalence
1 '
(
En,n En,n−2 · · · · · · En,0 or 1
)
,
which is a twisted complex as in (3). Properties (1) and (2) of En,k are easily verified. 
Remark 5.14. The complexes En,k are homotopy equivalent to the complexes denoted P∨n,k
in the notation of [CH15] (where (−)∨ denotes the duality functor; this appears because of
the preference in loc. cit. for complexes which live in Ch+(TLn,n)). We use the letter “E” for
these complexes because we prefer to reserve the letter ‘P ’ for idempotent coalgebras.
Remark 5.15. The paper [CH15] constructs a finer collection of mutually orthogonal idempo-
tent complexes in Ch−(TLn,n) which we denote here by Eε, indexed by admissible sequences
ε ∈ {1,−1}n. These can be obtained in a similar fashion as Pε/Pε where Cε =
⊕
νεCν
and Pε = PCε , and similarly for Pε. We leave the details to the reader.
Remark 5.16. It is possible to construct idempotent complexes of Soergel bimodules, for
instance those constructed using categorical diagonalization [EH17; EH18] using the tech-
niques of this paper; we plan to address this in future work.
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